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Abstract—Identity management is an essential cornerstone of
securing online services. Service provisioning relies on correct
and valid attributes of a digital identity. Therefore, the identity
provider is a trusted third party with a specific trust requirement
towards a verified attribute supply. This trust demand implies
a significant dependency on users and service providers. We
propose a novel attribute aggregation method to reduce the
reliance on one identity provider. Trust in an attribute is modelled
as a combined assurance of several identity providers based
on probability distributions. We formally describe the proposed
aggregation model. The resulting trust model is implemented
in a gateway that is used for authentication with self-sovereign
identity solutions. Thereby, we devise a service provider specific
web of trust that constitutes an intermediate approach bridging
a global hierarchical model and a locally decentralized peer to
peer scheme.
Index Terms—Identity assurance, attribute assurance, digital
identity, trust, identity management, attribute aggregation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Online services are an integral component of everyday life.
These services are used pervasively in the business as well
as the private sphere and provide personalized functionality.
Additionally, the application of strong security measures is
an inevitable necessity to build a trustful service for the user.
An essential cornerstone for personalization and security is
identity management. Digital identities and management processes enable the unique and reliable recognition of a person.
Furthermore, the properties of a digital identity support service
provisioning and attribute-based access control techniques.
In the beginning, identity management was distinct to each
application and therefore one application was isolated from
from the other. The advance of identity management leads
to the development of centralized and federated models [1].
Within these schemes, the identity provider is a trusted third
party in relation to the other entities for delivering accurate
attributes [2]. Beyond that, blockchain technology enables the
implementation of a decentralized identity provider that is
generally referred to as a self-sovereign identity. Attributes are
modelled as verifiable claims [3] that are comprised of claims
and attestations from different attribute providers. Validity
and correctness of these verifiable claims are of significant
importance due to the impact on service provisioning.
Attribute aggregation approaches target the combination of
attributes from different identity providers. A joint set of
properties may completely fulfill requirements of a certain

service provider where a single source does not comprise
all demanded information. Despite the composition, the origin of each characteristic is a dedicated identity provider.
Specifically, for each required attribute a contributing source is
chosen. Therefore, each provider must be trusted for attribute
management in a comparable manner to use a single source.
Trust is required in the processes for attribute verification
and issuance of the provider. Consequently, users and service providers significantly depend on the applied attribute
providers.
A desirable development is the reduction of the described
dependency and therefore, a limitation of the actual trust
requirement for users and service providers [4]. We propose an
attribute aggregation model that combines the same attribute
offered by distinct attribute providers. Our approach is based
on probabilities to increase trust in attribute assurance and
to reduce the dependency towards one attribute provider. The
proposed trust model can be applied to create a service
provider specific web of trust where each participant considers
different trust levels for a particular attribute provider and
combinations thereof. Additionally, we implemented the trust
model in a gateway for authentication with self-sovereign
identity solutions by using the verifiable claim paradigm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present related research work in this domain.
Subsequently, in Section III, we outline a motivating scenario
and the objective of our work. Our novel attribute aggregation
model is formally defined in Section IV. Furthermore, we
describe the implementation of the trust model in an authentication gateway in Section V and evaluate it in Section VI.
Finally, we discuss our results in Section VII and conclude
our paper in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Related research work is divided into two areas. The first
field focuses on attribute aggregation from different identity
providers. The second domain comprises definitions and models for identity as well as the attribute assurance of identity
providers.
Attribute aggregation schemes denote the accumulation of
attributes from different identity providers to complete a
required set of attributes [5]. The inability of a single identity
provider to deliver all required attributes is listed as the
main rationale. Ferdous and Poet [6] provide a taxonomy of

attribute aggregation models in identity management. These
patterns differentiate the location of the aggregation at either
the identity provider, service provider or at the user’s client.
Chadwick et al. [7] describe in-depth a conceptual model for
attribute aggregation through a linking service. The linking
service is a component under control of the user that holds the
credentials for digital identities at different identity providers.
Additionally, the retrieval of the attributes and the service
provider communication is managed.
Chadwick and Inman [8] outline a Trusted Attribute Aggregation Service (TAAS) that acts as an additional trusted
third party and mediates the communication flow between
the other actors. Further work considers hybrid aggregation
services [9], focuses on privacy-preserving implementations
[10], targets the Internet of Things [11] and considers specific
protocols or use cases [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17]. Similarly,
our approach aggregates attributes from different identity
providers. However, we do not aggregate different attributes
from distinct providers. On the contrary, our proposal collects
the same attribute from different providers to increase trust.
Identity and attribute assurance determines trust in digital
identities and their attributes. Thomas et al. [18] [19] [20]
define an attribute assurance framework with a local trust
database. Within the database, an identity provider is marked
as trustworthy for specific attributes. On the service provider
side, the database and a logical language are used to conclude
on valid combinations of attributes and originating providers.
Basically, a binary decision is made if an attribute is accepted
from a certain provider.
The AttributeTrust [21] framework models the relationship
between attribute consumers and providers as a graph-based
network. Nodes represent users, service providers and attribute
providers. Edges between the nodes represent confidence paths
about attribute usage. Accumulated confidence paths enable
a service provider to determine trust in an attribute of a
specific provider. Besides that, governmental [22] [23] and
non-governmental [24] organizations publish guidelines for
identity and attribute assurance. Requirements for the level of
assurance, for instance, attribute verification methodologies,
are outlined to provide a common ground for trust.
In contrast to our approach, previous research specifies trust
in an attribute of a particular attribute or identity provider. We
aggregate trust of different providers in the same attribute to
increase assurance about correctness and validity.
III. M OTIVATING S CENARIO AND O BJECTIVE
The main actors in identity management comprise users,
identity providers and service providers. Usually, the identity
provider acts additionally as an attribute provider. The user
and service provider rely on the attribute management of
the identity provider. As a consequence, attribute verification
and revocation processes must be effective to enable accurate
service provisioning.
A service provider offers an online shop for ordering books.
The online shop uses an external identity provider for identity

and authentication services. Therefore, the user needs to register with the identity provider. During the registration process
information about attributes, e.g. name, address and credit card
is indicated by the user. At the same time, the identity provider
has the obligation to verify the stated characteristics. After
completing the enrollment process successfully, the digital
identity can be used in the online book store. The user opens
the corresponding web application and needs to sign in to
finally place a book order. For authentication, the online book
store redirects the customer to the identity provider. At the
identity provider, the customer proves control of a credential
that belongs to a specific digital identity. Subsequently, the
user automatically returns to the online book store and is
authenticated. In the act of redirecting, the identity provider
also delivers the required attributes, e.g. name, address and
credit card information, to the online shop of the service
provider. Name and address support the correct delivery of the
ordered goods to the customer. The credit card information
enables billing. Hence, the attributes are essential for the
service provider and the user to successfully accomplish the
business transaction.
The outlined trust relationship implies a strong dependency
of the user and the service provider towards the identity
provider. Both parties require correct and valid attributes. A
wrong name and address lead to false delivery of the book.
Hence, the user and the service provider have to cope with
the resolution. Erroneously entered credit card information
leads to failed payments to the service provider. Additionally,
wrong credit card information that is deliberately stated and
insufficiently verified by the identity provider may lead to
fraudulent activities. Furthermore, the user and the service
provider are bound to a specific identity provider or to a small
set of identity providers. In case the identity provider with the
required set of attributes is not available or willingly rejects
the service, the user and the service provider are prevented
from conducting a business transaction. Selecting a group of
attribute providers that are trusted in different combinations
for specific attributes addresses this situation.
An identity provider, more specifically an attribute provider,
can be realized in a strict hierarchical model or as a decentralized peer to peer scheme. In the hierarchical model, the
identity provider is a trusted third party and solely responsible
for properties. Such a scheme is applied by using a Certificate
Authority (CA) for X.509 [25] certificates. A global renowned
list of CAs is by default stored in browsers to evaluate trust.
Nonetheless, a trust decision is binary to trust or not to trust
a certain CA. This trust decision is individual but absolute
to a specific actor. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [26] is a
decentralized peer to peer approach that uses attestations of
peers to prove the correctness of attributes, predominantly the
ownership of email addresses. However, trust in the peers’
confirmations are subjective to the evaluator and do not differentiate between different trust levels. The confirmation through
a state agency implies the same trust as the confirmation of
an arbitrary neighbor next to a user.
Overall, globally trusting one identity provider implies an

absolute dependency towards this entity. Additionally, the level
of trust given by the trustor is subjective. Having confirmations
by locally defined peers may not be enough if the service
provider does not trust them. Therefore, to address either
circumstance the main contribution of our paper targets the
following points:
1) Reducing the dependency towards one identity provider
with regard to attribute management by the user and
service provider.
2) Enabling a service provider specific web of trust where
service providers can trust varyingly strong different
attribute providers and combinations of them with regard
to a specific attribute.
IV. ATTRIBUTE AGGREGATION FOR I NCREASING T RUST
IN ATTRIBUTE A SSURANCE
In the following section, we outline a definition of trust
that drives the understanding of assurance and connects the
previously described dependency and negative consequences.
Subsequently, we define a probabilistic model for trust in
attributes and the aggregation of them. We will embed this
model in a formal description of the context and provide
samples for better understanding.
A. Definition of Trust
Trust is a widespread social and economic phenomenon that
is a significant factor in decision making and a characteristic of
personal relationships. Trust is very subjective in nature [27]
and specific to a certain context. Therefore, a large variety of
definitions in numerous disciplines were framed [28].
In our opinion, the definition of decision trust is most
applicable. Josang et al. [28], based on previous work by
McKnight and Chervany [29], formulate decision trust as
the extent to which one party is willing to depend on
something or somebody in a given situation with a feeling of
relative security, even though negative consequences are
possible.
The definition clearly outlines that trust implies a dependency between different entities. A misuse of this dependency
results in an adverse impact. In the previous sections, we
described in detail the dependency between users, service
providers and the identity provider in the context of attribute
management. Additionally, we summarized potential negative
consequences if the trust is misused in the motivating scenario.
B. Probabilistic Modelling of Trust in Attributes
Users and service providers greatly depend on attributes
and therefore, trust the attribute provider. In our opinion, the
dependency on attributes refers to correctness and validity [4].
Correctness specifies the representation of a true fact. For
instance, if a digital identity of a user has the attribute address,
the content of the attribute must reflect the true address where
the user lives. Validity concerns whether the value of the
provided attribute is already and remains valid. The point in
time of user authentication, when the attribute is provided,

must be within the validity period. Additionally, the attribute
value must occur updated respectively and completely revoked
in a timely manner if the underlying fact changes.
We model the correctness and validity of an attribute as
random variables that have a binary outcome space. The
outcome is true or false stating that the received property is
(in)correct or (in)valid.
Definition 1 Let C be a binary random variable
reflecting the correctness of an attribute. CA
P denotes
the correctness of a particular attribute A from attribute
provider P. The outcome c of C (or CA
P ) specifies a
single attribute usage at a service provider with the
following possible values:
c = 1 implies that the attribute is correct
c = 0 indicates that the attribute is not correct
After defining correctness, we model the validity of an
attribute in an analogue way.
Definition 2 Let V be a binary random variable reflecting
the validity of an attribute. VA
P denotes the validity of
a particular attribute A from attribute provider P. The
outcome v of V (or VA
P ) specifies a single attribute usage
at a service provider with the following possible values:
v = 1 implies that the attribute is valid
v = 0 indicates that the attribute is not valid
Within the definitions, the usage of attributes at the service
provider is referenced. During authentication, the identity
provider asserts the digital identity of the user and acts
additionally as attribute provider. We consider the transmitted
assertion of the attributes and the subsequent usage as a
random lottery. Each authentication and therefore conveyance
of attributes is a new random event for the service provider.
For each instance of the event, the correctness and validity
of the transmitted attribute can change. We can express the
quality of an attribute provider to assert attributes as respective
probabilities and their distribution.
Definition 3 Let PrA
P (C) the probability for correctness
C of attribute A from attribute provider P with
PrA
P (C = 1) = probability that attribute is correct
PrA
P (C = 0) = probability that attribute is not correct
Similarly, we define the probability for the validity of an
attribute that is delivered by an attribute provider.
Definition 4 Let PrA
P (V) the probability for validity V
of attribute A from attribute provider P with
PrA
P (V = 1) = probability that attribute is valid
PrA
P (V = 0) = probability that attribute is not valid
Using the probability of correctness and validity, we can
evaluate an attribute provider for delivering a certain attribute.
The combination of these probabilities contributes to an overall

likelihood for an attribute provider in the context of a particular
characteristic. To describe the joined probability, we need
to determine if the events for correctness and validity are
independent or dependent.
The same organization or entity ensures both correctness
and validity for one attribute at one provider. In case there
are weaknesses in established processes or with the personnel
one or the other characteristic is impacted. Additionally, if
an attribute is correct, the validity of the property can be
reasonably evaluated. In contrast, in case an attribute is false
an adequate assessment with regard to validity is not rational.
In our opinion, the events for correctness and validity of a
property delivered by one provider are related and therefore,
the probabilities are dependent. We can calculate the joint
probability based on the following formula [30].
PrPA (C ∧V ) = PrPA (C) · PrPA (V |C)

event of both suppliers. The following function calculates the
joined probability by using the approximation function.
a
Pr[p
((Cap1 ∧Vpa1 ) ∨ (Cap2 ∧Vpa2 )) ≈ Prap1 (Cap1 ∧Vpa1 ) +
1 ,p2 ]
a
Pr p2 (Cap2 ∧Vpa2 ) − Prap1 (Cap1 ∧Vpa1 ) · Prap2 (Cap2 ∧Vpa2 )

We can generalize the setting to an amount of n attribute
providers p1 , . . . , pn ∈ P. The combined probability of all
events is denoted as the following and is calculated in a
pairwise sequential order that is comparable to two providers.
a
Pr[p

1 ,...,pn ]

((Cap1 ∧Vpa1 ) ∨ . . . ∨ (Capn ∧Vpan ))

In the subsequent sections we refer solely with Prap1 and
a
Pr[p
to the probability of validity and correctness for
1 ,...,pn ]
delivering an attribute from a specific attribute provider respectively from several attribute providers.
C. Formally Modelling of Attribute Assurance Environment

Under the assumption that PrPA (C) and PrPA (V ) is known,
the conditional probability PrPA (V |C) needs to be determined
to calculate the combined likelihood of both events. The
conditional probability has a lower and upper bound [31].
PrPA (C) · PrPA (V ) < PrPA (C ∧V ) < min(PrPA (C), PrPA (V ))
The lower bound reflects the probability in case the events
were independent. The upper bound is the minimum of either
the probability of correctness or validity, in case the conditional event is given. We approximate the actual conditional
probability by a function with a dependency factor. The
approximation function is derived from [31]. The dependency
factor reflects the density relation between correctness and
validity at an attribute provider. It adjusts the conditional
probability either closer to the lower bound or to the upper
border.
Definition 5 Let fdP be a conditional probability approximation function that is parametrized by dP ∈ [0, 1] for an
attribute provider P. The factor dP reflects the relation
between correctness and validity at the attribute provider
P.
PrA (C)
fdP (PrPA (C), PrPA (V )) = PrPA (C) + dP (min(1, PrAP (V ) −
P

PrPA (C)) [31]
By using the function fdP the probability of receiving a
valid and correct attribute A from an attribute provider P can
be approximately calculated with the following formula.
PrPA (C ∧V ) ≈ PrPA (C) · fdP (PrPA (C), PrPA (V ))
In a general setting, a service provider can interact with several attribute providers for the delivery of different attributes.
Therefore, we interpret A as a set of attributes and P as a
set of attribute providers. We can use the joint probability of
correctness and validity for an attribute a ∈ A of each provider
pi ∈ P to increase trust in the overall delivery. In case a service
provider can receive the same attribute a from a first attribute
provider p1 ∈ P and a second provider p2 ∈ P, we need to
determine the overall probability of the occurrence of either

For a service provider, an attribute assurance environment is
a setting for accepting an attribute from an attribute provider or
from combinations of attribute providers. We formally model
an attribute assurance environment Es for a service provider
s as a set that consists of attributes A, attribute providers P,
relations R between attributes and providers, a configuration
set C and a function f . The function f is used to determine
the level of trust in a specific attribute during an authentication
process as described earlier.
Es = {A, P, R,C, f }
The set of attributes A represents all attributes a1 , . . . , an
that are required from a user by the service provider and an
attribute specific threshold ta1 , . . . ,ta1 ∈ [0, 1]. The threshold
reflects a trust barrier. If the threshold is exceeded the trust
in the attribute is enough and can be accepted. The higher
the threshold the higher the required assurance in the attribute
from the perspective of the service provider.
A = {(a1 ,ta1 ), . . . , (an ,tan )}
The class of attribute providers P comprises all entities
p1 , . . . , pm that are trusted as an attribute provider by the service provider. Additionally, a correctness and validity relation
factor d p1 , . . . , d pm ∈ [0, 1] belongs to each attribute provider.
P = {(p1 , d p1 ), . . . , (pm , d pm )}
Usually, a service provider accepts attributes from a specific
attribute provider. The class of relations R contains these
dependencies. It depicts which provider can deliver a particular
attribute.
R = {(a, p)|a ∈ A ∧ p ∈ P}
Besides that, the configuration C reflects a set of relations
between the attribute provider its delivered properties and the
probability of correctness and validity that is assumed by the
service provider for this combination. The higher the assumed
probability, the higher is the actual trust in the attribute
provider for the respective attribute by the service provider.

C = {((a, p), Prap (C), Prap (V ))|(a, p) ∈ R ∧ Prap (C) ∈
[0, 1] ∧ Prap (V ) ∈ [0, 1]}

0.8
p1

Besides that, the service provider applies function f when
evaluating the overall trustworthiness of a provided attribute.
We define function f as the following:

0.3,0.4
0.3,0.4

∗

a
f (a∗ , [p∗1 , . . . , p∗n ]) := Pr[p
∗ ,...,p∗ ] with
n
1
∗
∗
∗
a ∈ A ∧ p1 , . . . , pn ∈ P ∧ ∀(a∗ , p∗i ) ∈ R

Attribute a is trusted ⇔ f (a∗ , [p∗1 , . . . , p∗n ]) > ta∗
The environment Es provides a local view on the trust
setting of a specific service provider. A comparable environment can be specified for all service providers. By combining
the environments of all service providers s1 , . . . , sk , we can
formally specify a global view W as an overall trust model
that is locally specific to each service provider.
W = {Es1 , . . . , Esk }
Each service provider can use different attribute providers
for its required properties of the user. Furthermore, a particular
service provider may assume different probabilities for correctness and validity as well as the dependency factor for an
attribute provider. The values indicate the trust of the service
provider towards the attribute provider. In addition to that, the
threshold to accept a property can be chosen by a service
provider depending on the criticality of its service. These
characteristics enable a novel web of trust that originates from
the trust demand of the service providers. However, this web
of trust impacts the user as well. The user has more freedom
to choose different attribute providers because of the service
provider’s flexibility in accepting them.
D. Sample Environment and Calculation
Having outlined a formal model for attribute assurance environments that are specific to each service provider and a trust
evaluation function, we present an environment and calculation
for a sample service provider s to illustrate functionality.
In Table I, the attribute assurance environment is listed
for service provider s. The service provider requires three
attributes a1 , a2 and a3 that are accepted by different thresholds. The attribute a1 is most critical for the service provider
and therefore, solely accepted by a value above 0.9. Further
properties are admitted with a lower threshold. Additionally,
the service provider maintains relationships to four attribute
providers p1 , p2 , p3 and p4 . For each attribute provider, the
relationship factor between correctness and validity is specified
with 0.8. Provider p1 supplies the attributes a1 , a2 and a3 .
Furthermore, characteristic a1 is additionally communicated

0.8
p3

0.8
p4

0.4,0.9

0.9,0.9

0.3,0.4

a1

i

a3

a2

Fig. 1. Sample environment graph for service provider s
1
Probability

The attribute a∗ and provider p∗1 . . . p∗n denotes the actually
supplied attribute and respective provider verifications. The
attribute must be a match to the required attribute set of the
service provider. Moreover, the provider must be part of the
accepted providers for the attribute. During authentication, an
attribute is considered as trusted if the result of trust function
f exceeds the threshold for the attribute.

0.8
p2
0.7,0.9

0.5
0

a1

a2
p1

p2

p3

a3
p4

Overall

Fig. 2. Attribute assurance graph for service provider s

by provider p2 . Attribute provider p3 and p4 solely deliver one
attribute, a2 and a3 respectively. Finally, the row that specifies
the configuration comprises the probabilities for correctness
and validity from the view of the service provider towards the
attribute providers.
Class
Attributes (A)
Attribute Providers (P)

Members
(a1 , 0.9), (a2 , 0.7), (a3 , 0.5)
(p1 , 0.8), (p2 , 0.8), (p3 , 0.8),
(p4 , 0.8)
Relations (R)
(p1 , a1 ), (p1 , a2 ), (p1 , a3 ),
(p2 , a1 ), (p3 , a2 ), (p4 , a3 )
Configuration (C)
((p1 , a1 ), 0.3, 0.4), ((p1 , a2 ), 0.3, 0.4),
((p1 , a3 ), 0.3, 0.4),
(p2 , a1 ), 0.7, 0.9), ((p3 , a2 ), 0.4, 0.9),
((p4 , a3 ), 0.9, 0.9)
TABLE I
S AMPLE ENVIRONMENT FOR SERVICE PROVIDER s

The attributes and their respective providers can be visualized as a graph-based network. In Fig. 1, the graph of the
sample environment for service provider s is presented. Two
different types of nodes exist. Rectangles denote an attribute
provider and circles define an attribute. Connecting edges
depict that a provider delivers a characteristic with the assumed
probabilities.
A different viewpoint on the service provider and its trust in
the attributes and respective attribute provider is shown in Fig.
2 as an attribute assurance graph. For each attribute, several
bar charts are presented. An individual bar represents the
probability of correctness and validity for an attribute if it is
delivered by the corresponding attribute provider. The far right
bar reflects the overall probability for the respective attribute
in case all accepted attribute providers state the property.
E. Attribute Assurance Behavior
After presenting an attribute assurance environment, we
describe further sample calculations to drive the understanding
of how the overall probability for an attribute a adapts based on

the underlying probabilities of the different attribute providers.
We calculate with a relation factor of 0.8 for all attribute
providers. We consider two categories of providers. A small
probability provider supplies an attribute with Prap (C) = 0.1
and Prap (V ) = 0.1. A large probability provider delivers a
property with Prap (C) = 0.8 and Prap (V ) = 0.8. We define different scenarios where a number of small and large probability
providers deliver the same attribute.
In Table II, the different scenarios are outlined and the
overall probability is shown. In case 14 providers with small
probability deliver an attribute, the overall trustworthiness is
about 0.7. The value is lower if compared to 2 providers
with large probabilities that total approximately 0.95. 14 large
providers result in the same high probability as 7 large and
7 small providers. 2 small probability providers deliver the
lowest overall trust of about 0.16.
Scenario
Sev. small
Sev. large
Sev. small/ large
Few small
Few large

Small provider Large provider
14
0
0
14
7
7
2
0
0
2
TABLE II
S AMPLE C ALCULATIONS

Overall
≈ 0.7
≈1
≈1
≈ 0.16
≈ 0.95

V. I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe the implementation of the
defined attribute assurance environment as a trust model into
a self-sovereign identity (SSI) gateway. Therefore, we outline
first background on the gateway and present afterwards present
details of the trust model implementation.
A. Background on Self-sovereign Identity Gateway
The SSI gateway1 connects blockchain-based identity management solutions e.g. uPort [32], with the protocol OpenID
Connect (OIDC) [33]. It abstracts from a single SSI solution
and its proprietary integration methods to enable service
providers to use a standard protocol. An overview of the
involved components of the gateway and the surrounding
actors are provided in Fig. 3. The gateway is comprised of the
SSI broker, trust engine with trust modules and a component
to manage the OIDC authentication protocol.

SSI broker
User
Trust engine

Authentication
protocol

Web application

Trust module

Self-sovereign Identity Gateway

Fig. 3. Overview self-sovereign identity gateway integration
1 The

gateway is available under https://ssixa.de

The user starts the authentication process at the service
provider’s web application by selecting the SSI gateway as
identity provider. Thus, the user gets redirected to the gateway
following the OIDC protocol. Subsequently, the gateway manages the authentication with the SSI client of the user. This
communication is controlled by the SSI broker component.
Usually, the SSI client is implemented as a mobile application.
The gateway provides an authentication challenge containing a
random value and additionally requests the required attributes
of the user. With the support of the SSI client, the user sends a
response that includes the properties as verifiable claims. For
one attribute, several verifiable claims from different providers
can be returned. By using the trust engine, the attribute or a
set of properties are evaluated for trustworthiness according
to their issuers. The evaluation is conducted based on an
implemented trust module. In case, the trust engine considers
the attributes as trusted, these characteristics are returned
within the authentication flow to the web application. If the
process is successful, the user is authenticated at the web
application.
B. Attribute Assurance Implementation as Trust Module
As described in the previous section, the trust module is the
core element that evaluates the trustworthiness of attributes
provided as verifiable claims. Within this subsection, we
present the underlying database schema to reflect the attribute
assurance environment and the algorithm for determining the
trust in the attribute.
Attribute

Provider

uid
name
acceptance

uid
name
correctness
validity
factor

ProviderToDID
Provider:uid
did

ProviderDeliversAttribute
Provider::uid
Attribute::uid
correctness
validity

Fig. 4. Entity relationship diagram of database schema

The entity-relationship model of the database schema is
presented in Fig. 4. An Attribute table acquires all relevant
attributes that are needed by the service provider. Additionally,
an acceptance level per attribute can be defined which serves
as a threshold. The Provider table lists all attribute providers
and the relationship table ProviderDeliversAttribute reflects the
accepted attributes from the particular provider. Both tables
contain fields to specify assumed correctness and validity
values either being provider or property-specific. The table
ProviderToDID stores the decentralized identifier (DID) [34]
for the attribute providers. The DID standard defines a schema
to address digital identities within the different SSI solutions.
Basically, the SSI client provides the verifiable claims of the
user for the requested attribute. The verifiable claims are issued
by a digital identity that belongs to an attribute provider and
that is referenced by a DID. This reference is resolved with the

Algorithm 1 Evaluate attribute assurance at sp s
Input: a∗ , p∗i ∈ P∗
. Attribute and its providers
Input: Es = {A, P, R,C, f } . Attribute assurance environment
1: procedure E VALUATE A SSURANCE(a∗ ,P∗ ,Es )
2:
if a∗ ∈ A then
3:
P∗∗ ← O
4:
for p∗i ∈ P∗ do
5:
if p∗i ∈ P and (p∗i , a∗ ) ∈ R then
6:
P∗∗ ← p∗i
7:
end if
8:
end for
9:
if f (a∗ , P∗∗ ) > ta then
10:
return a∗ is trusted
11:
else
12:
return a∗ is not trusted
13:
end if
14:
end if
15: end procedure
Output: a∗ is trusted/ a∗ is not trusted
VI. E VALUATION
The SSI gateway and, therefore the trust module, is implemented in the Python2 programming language by using
the Tornado3 web application framework. A virtual machine
with 1024 MB main memory and one CPU having 2.4 Ghz
clock rate serve as a test environment. The operating system
of the virtual machine is Ubuntu 18.044 . The database model
of the attribute assurance environment is implemented in
a PostgreSQL5 database that is co-located on the virtual
machine.
We run several test scenarios to evaluate the execution time
of the trust module under an increasing number of attribute
providers with a different count of properties. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. The solid line reflects the verification of
2 Python

Software Foundation: https://www.python.org
Web Framework: https://www.tornadoweb.org/en/stable/
4 Ubuntu: https://www.ubuntu.com
5 PostgreSQL: https://www.postgresql.org
3 Tornado

40

Execution time in ms

support of the stored data to obtain the respectively assumed
probabilities and further configuration.
In algorithm 1, the procedure for evaluating the assurance
in the attribute and making the final trust decision is shown.
The attribute assurance environment of a service provider is
required as input parameter. Additionally, the actual attribute
and its provider attestations that are supplied during an authentication process serve as further input parameters. During
the evaluation, it is verified, that the provided attribute lies
within the set of required attributes of the service provider.
Besides that, a validation occurs that the attribute provider of
the given attestations is trusted for the attribute. Subsequently,
the probability of the property is calculated and compared
against the attribute-specific threshold. In case the threshold is
exceeded, the attribute is considered as trustworthy. Otherwise,
the property is not trusted.
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Fig. 5. Execution times

one attribute that is delivered by up to ten attribute providers.
Average execution time of 7 milliseconds (ms) is captured.
The dotted line shows the evaluation of two attributes with
a varying number of attribute providers. The mean execution
time amounts to 15 ms. The last scenario covered the calculation for three attributes. The average processing time is
22 ms. We can see an increase in the processing time that
strongly depends on the number of attributes that are verified.
In contrast, the number of providers that deliver an attribute
has no impact or an impact that is below the accuracy of
the measurement. The execution time of the initial run for all
scenarios is minimally higher than the next rounds. That seems
to be caused by caching strategies of the database system.
VII. D ISCUSSION
With the outlined methodology and the practical implementation of a trust module in the SSI gateway, we have shown
an approach to remediate the dependency to one attribute
provider and to enable a new web of trust originating from the
service provider. However, there are some challenges within
our approach.
From a theoretical point of view, the modelling of correctness and validity for an attribute largely depends on the
underlying probabilities for the attribute providers. These
probabilities need to be individually assumed and set per
service provider. Besides that, the dependency factor needs
to be determined per attribute provider in an analogue way.
The determination of these numbers are subjective tasks at
the side of the service provider.
In addition to that, from a practical perspective, our approach significantly relies on the pervasive adoption of SSI
solutions and our gateway. The usage of verifiable claims
decouples the identity from the actual attribute supply. Attribute providers need to foster the SSI ecosystem by providing
verifiable claims for the different SSI solutions. Our SSI
gateway with the corresponding trust module is an easy way
to utilize an SSI solution for authentication and to apply
the respective trust module. Without the adoption of these
solutions, the described web of trust can hardly be realized.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In identity management, a strong dependency of the user
and service provider towards the identity provider with regard
to attribute management exists. We modelled the trust in an
attribute as the probability of correctness and validity that is
specific to a provider. The joint probability of several providers
that are varyingly trusted increases the overall assurance in
the attribute. We use this theoretic foundation to implement
a trust module in an SSI gateway to reduce the dependency
towards one specific attribute provider. At the same time, we
enable a web of trust, originating from the service provider
side, by applying the SSI gateway with differently configured
trust modules for authentication at web applications.
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